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ABSTRACT:
Determining occlusal surface relief indicator plays an important role in odontometric tooth shape analysis. An analysis of the
parameters of surface relief indicators provides valuable information about closure of dental arches (occlusion) and changes in
structure of teeth in lifetime. Such data is relevant for dentistry or anthropology applications. Descriptive techniques commonly used
for surface relief evaluation have limited precision which, as a result, does not provide for reliability of conclusions about structure
and functioning of teeth. Parametric techniques developed for such applications need special facilities and are time-consuming which
limits their spread and ease to access. Nevertheless the use of 3D models, obtained by photogrammetric techniques, allows attaining
required measurements accuracy and has a potential for process automation.
We introduce new approaches for determining tooth occlusal surface relief indicator and provide data on efficiency in use of
different indicators in natural attrition evaluation.

1. INTRODUCTION
Measurements are more often becoming essential in dental
treatment. Measurement techniques being in use and related to
visualisation can be divided in two categories. One of them –
photogrammetric, which is specific not only for dental
applications, provides 3D model obtaining (Knyaz et al, 2007;
Mitchell and Chadwick, 2008). The other – odontometric –
depicts physical sizes of teeth and is applicable in dentistry,
anthropology, forensic dentistry and other disciplines related to
biometric knowledge, traditional or present-day (Naidu and
Freer, 2013; Paredes et al, 2015; Zubov, A.A., 1968). The best
results in regard to measurement objectivity, versatility,
accuracy, speed and convenience can be obtained through
combination of photogrammetric and odontometric techniques.
Odontometry has provided important data applied in
prosthodontics (Marxkors, 2003), studies of teeth durability
(Khera et al, 1990), studies of attrition (Khan and Young,
2011), in tooth modelling (Lomiashvili and Ayupova, 2008)
and etc. Odontometric methods are widely used in
anthropology. They become a part of ethnical, archaeological,
genetic, gender, racial and other studies (Zubov, 1973;
Townsend et al, 2012; Pilloud et al, 2014). Our studies
including determining of various odontometric and
occlusiometric parameters have proved to be effective in tooth
shape and occlusion description and development of tooth
preparation recommendations (Gaboutchian et al., 2016).
Among measured and calculated odontometric parameters the
occlusal surface relief indicator has a special place as it is found
to be relevant to anatomical occlusal surface feature description
in regard to separate teeth, studied individuals, between studied
groups of teeth (upper and lower, premolars and molars), in

assessing pronounced natural changes in tooth structure caused
by attrition (Gaboutchian, 2011). Unlike the known approach
suggested by Marxkors it was combined with the odontotomic
method and, therefore, possesses higher degree of objectivity.
Our base method of determining the occlusal surface relief
indicator was applied in odontometric studies of 1240 tooth
sections. The indicator - g (1), is proportional to parameter h
and reversely proportional to parameter l (Figure 1).
g=h/l
where

(1)

g = occlusal surface relief indicator
h = occlusal surface depth
l = occlusal surface width

Figure 1. Base method for measuring occlusal surface relief
indicator
Further studies and involvement of new software and
photogrammetric techniques have expanded capabilities of
odontometry. Thus we propose new improved approaches to
measurement of occlusal surface relief expecting their higher
sensitivity, in comparison to the base method, to minor but
permanent attritional changes which have, as mentioned before,
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a strong connection with various conditions studied and
described in dentistry. There are a number of techniques in
tooth attrition assessment (Khan and Young, 2011). These
techniques are either descriptive – more suitable for clinical
applications, or parametric which are mainly used in researches.
The presented approaches naturally derive from originally
developed odontometric techniques we have been used for tooth
size and angle measurements in our previous studies. They
encompass positive features of odontotomy and provide
parameters for occlusal surface feature evaluation. The
presented study is aimed to assess the applicability of the
suggested indicators in attrition evaluation in so far as it is not
only a subject of versatile studies but is one of essential
diagnostic features in treatment planning (Kalamkarov, 2004).

sections (Figure 3). For image merging procedure it is
preferable to use side surfaces of teeth insofar as occlusal
surfaces are susceptible to functionally caused morphological
changes.

2. STUDIED 3D MODELS
As mentioned before, one of our research objectives was tooth
attrition evaluation. Hereby we used 3D models of dental arches
of 30-year old female; the same individual was examined in 10
year interval and found to have intact, regarding dental
treatment, teeth (Figures 2 a, b).
Models were obtained by scanning stone cast models on two
different devices: custom designed photogrammetric system
(Knyaz et al, 2007) and S600 Arti Scanner (ZirkonZahn). Each
of them provides scanning precision of 5 and 10 µm
respectively. Both upper first molars were picked for further
studies. They were separated from images of complete dental
arches and images of corresponding teeth were superimposed by
means of accurate 3D surface registration based on iterative
closest points algorithms. Complete dental arch models were
not used in our study due to interproximal tooth attrition and
tooth migration which would cause inevitable errors in image
superimposing procedure.

Figure 3. Odontotomy of combined images of upper right
molars
Odontomy was applied to combined teeth images providing for
study objectivity. Contours of combined teeth were depicted in
2D mode and were subsequently used for automated
measurements based on odontometric geometric constructions
(Figures 4 a, b).

Figures 4 a, b. Combined contours of teeth depicted on a
section and odontometry

3. MEASUREMENT METHODS AND TOOTH
OCCLUSAL SURFACE RELIEF INDICATORS
Figures 2 a, b. 3D models of upper dental arches, obtained with
10-year interval
Thus images of the studied teeth were separated from dental
arch images and merged for obtaining uniformly aligned

Unlike the base method contingent on measurements in manual
mode, our newly developed method employs automated
measurement techniques, which has shown its advantages in our
previous studies (Knyaz, 2016). Using accurate 3D models of
teeth for measurements allows application of 3D shape analysis
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techniques for determining the indicators’ sub-pixel accuracy
for 2D tooth section and sub-facet accuracy for 3D tooth
surface.
We are not going to duplicate the above-mentioned base
method for valuation of occlusal surface relief in this chapter.
The newly proposed indexes require some geometric
constructions on contours (red lines on Figure 3a and 3b, taken
onwards as s) of teeth very similar to ones we have used for
cusp inner slope inclination measurements (Abdoulbekov et al,
2014).
The newly introduced indicator for occlusal relief assessment,
taken as v, is proportional to tooth contour length (blue line on
Figure 5a, taken as t) and is inversely proportional to the length
of chord s connecting anthropometric points (2).
v=t/s

The next indicator taken as r is proportional to area demarcated
by tooth contour above line s (grey area on Figure 3 b, taken as
p) and is inversely proportional to area demarcated by tooth
contour below line s (yellow area on Figure 5 b, taken as n) (3).
Relation of the above-mentioned parameters can be put down as
r=p/n
where

(3)

r = occlusal surface relief indicator
p = area of “positive” tooth contour
n = area of “negative” tooth contour

The point of intersection of line L and curve C xm is found as
an intersection of line L with elementary line lj. Elementary line
lj is found by checking intersection for all elementary lines li
between points A and B.

(2)
The area between of line L and curve C is found as a sum of

where

v = occlusal surface relief indicator
t = cusp inner slope length
s = shortest distance between cusp inner slope limits

areas of elementary trapeziums

Tooth section shown in Figure 5 is obtained as a section of
given plane P the tooth surface presented by triangulated
irregular net (TIN). So the curve t is a set of connected lines and
t is calculated as a sum of all elementary lines li between points
A and B.
t 
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For the indicator defined by points B and C calculation are
made similarly.
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4. MEASUREMENT RESULTS

The length of s is a distance between points A and B given by
2
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perpendiculars to the end points of elementary lines li between
points A and B.

The variety of measurement results depends on tooth anatomical
occlusal surface morphology which, in its turn, depicts
genetically determined structure of premolar or molar subjected
to natural attrition. We would like to present in this article
examples of measurements conducted on combined contours
(Figure 4b) and on a contour of an attrited tooth (Figure 6). The
Figure 6. Odontometry on a section of an attrited tooth attrited
tooth is the lower right molar of a 62 year old individual.

C
B

A
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Figure 6. Odontometry on a section of an attrited tooth

Figures 5 a, b. New approach to measuring occlusal surface
relief indicator

Measurement and calculation results for g indicator are
presented in Table 7. As can be seen, the difference between
indexes on selected sections is not pronounced. The lowest
indicator has the attrited tooth section, though at the same time,
uniform sections on combined teeth sections are demonstrating
an increase of g indicator alongside with attrition progress. In
regard to h and l indicators, they have a tendency to have
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greater values on the attrited lower molar section. Upper molars
demonstrate decreasing l indicator with the growth of attrition.
h, mm

l, mm

g

initial

0.785

7.062

0.111

plus 10 years

0.785

6.935

0.113

attrited

0.814

7.369

0.110

Table 7. Tooth occlusal surface relief indicator g
Measurement and calculation results for v indicator are
presented in Table 8. They include measurements for vestibular,
or buccal, cusps and oral, or lingual/palatinal, cusps. The
measurements presented below demonstrate relief flattening
through 10 year interval.
initial

after 10
years

attrited

t – vest,
mm

4.987

4.861

–

t – oral,
mm

2.627

2.225

–

s – vest,
mm

4.695

4.744

3.175

s – oral,
mm

2.506

2.381

4.391

v – vest

1.062

1.024

–

v – oral

1.048

0.934

–

Table 8. Measuring results of tooth occlusal surface relief
indicator v
Measurement and calculation results for r indicator are
presented in Table 9. They include measurements for vestibular,
or buccal, cusps and oral, or lingual/palatinal, cusps. As can be
seen measurement result for attrited tooth sections are not
presented in the article in full.
initial

after 10
years

attrited

p – vest,
mm2

1.23

0.817

–

p – oral,
mm

0

0

–

n – vest,
mm

0.042

0.011

–

n – oral,
mm

0.961

0.723

–

r – vest

29.285

74.272

–

r – oral

0

0

–

Table 9. Measuring results for tooth occlusal surface relief
indicator r

5. CONCLUSION
Hence a new method for tooth shape analysis is proposed. It is
based on determination and comparison of two tooth shape
characteristics named in present context linear indicator and
area indicator. The results of preliminary researches
demonstrated the advantages of the proposed approach in
comparison to traditionally used techniques.
The algorithms and software for automated calculation of new
shape indicators are developed and evaluated. The software
allows to transform different tooth 3D models into common
coordinate system (to align teeth), build a section for a set of
aligned teeth at given place and calculate the required
geometrical parameters. The evaluation of developed software
shows the usefulness and convenience for an expert.
Combination of suggested evaluations facilitates study
objectivity and precision. Whilst the proposed method is more
complex, we can mark that measurement automation saves
significant amount of time and effort. Another important feature
of the newly suggested method is in high diagnostic potential in
estimating attritional changes on teeth and their various parts.
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